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Community Governance Review 

Hayle and St Ives 

Community Network Area 2 

Stage 2 Feedback 

This report details the feedback and comments received during Stage 2 of the 
review on the submissions for change made by parish & town councils and 

residents during Stage 1 of the review in respect of parishes within this 

Community Network Area. 

The feedback includes notes from public engagement meetings held during 

Stage 2 and further correspondence received during this stage. 

The following 5 parishes are in the Hayle and St Ives Community Network Area; 

namely – Gwinear-Gwithian, Hayle, St Erth, St Ives and Towednack.  

 

Cornwall Community Governance Review (Stage 2) 
 
Public Engagement Meeting (Penzance Area; 16.9.19) – Report 
 
1. Introduction   
 
1.1 This is a report of the proceedings and key points made at the Penzance Area 

Public Engagement Meeting, which took place at St John’s Hall in Penzance on 
16 September 2019 and was chaired by Malcolm Brown CC, the Chair of 
Cornwall Council’s Electoral Review Panel.  

 
1.2 The purpose of the paper is to assist the Electoral Review Panel in its task of 

formulating draft recommendations on the Community Governance Review 
(CGR).  It will also be a reference source for the remainder of the review.   

 
1.3 Section 2 sets out an overview of the meeting process and Section 3 sets out 

the key points made.  Appendix 1 lists the key arguments put forward on each 
of the contentious proposals that were the main focus of the meeting.  

 
2. Meeting: attendance/process 
 
2.1 Attendance: 116 (counted)   

• Local stakeholders:   
o Residents who signed attendance and/or speakers register: 34  
o Town & Parish Council representatives: Parishes of Gwinear-

Gwithian, Hayle, Ludgvan, Madron, Marazion, Penzance, St Erth, St 
Hilary [had to leave early in the meeting], Towednack 
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o Local Divisional Members: 6  

• Electoral Review Panel representatives: 3 (Malcolm Brown CC, Dick Cole 
CC, Mike Thomas CC) 

• Cornwall Council officers: 8  

• Observer (from a local council in mid Cornwall): 1 
 
2.2 Parishes focused on at this meeting: Group 1: Ludgvan, Madron, Marazion, 

Penzance and St Hilary; Group 2: Gwinear-Gwithian, St Erth, Ludgvan, 
Towednack and Hayle  

 
2.3 Proceedings (The meeting commenced at 7.15pm and concluded at 10.30pm):  

i. Welcome & introduction by the Chair (including health & safety 
announcement; introduction of Panel Members, Divisional Members and 
officer team; outline of CGR process and questions & answers on the 
process  
Items ii-v were repeated for each group of parishes 

ii. Verbal summaries of submissions listed on agenda (by representatives of 
the parishes who made the submissions) 

iii. Questions on these submissions from Electoral Review Panel Members  
iv. Statements on these submissions by other Parish and Town Councillors 

and Members of the Public present 
v. Statements on these submissions by Divisional Members 

vi. Chairman’s closing remarks 
 

3. Key points made at meeting (Please note that this is not a verbatim record.  It 
is based on notes taken by the Localism officers and, where used by speakers 
and kindly supplied by them to the officers, on the speaker’s scripts/notes.  
The meeting was not audio recorded). 

 
(1) Welcome & Introduction by the Chair  

• The Chair highlighted that all Cornwall Councillors will be involved in making 
decisions on the Review (as members of the Electoral Review Panel, which is 
overseeing and making recommendations on the Review and/or as members of 
full Council which will be making decisions on the Review).  As decision-makers, 
they are allowed to be predisposed to a certain view on CGR, and to express that 
view, but must keep an open mind prior to the final decision being made.  
Accordingly, Cornwall Councillors speaking at these public engagement meetings 
would be doing so in this context. 

• The Chair explained that, due to an administrative error, Gulval Village 
Community Association’s submission had been omitted from the list of 
submissions published by Cornwall Council and from the meeting agenda.  He 
explained that he would therefore be asking the Association’s representative to 
introduce their submission during the appropriate part of the meeting.  
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• There were no questions on the CGR process.  
 

(2) Parishes of Ludgvan, Madron, Marazion, Penzance and St Hilary  
 

(2i) Brief verbal summaries of submissions   
 
(a)  Representative of Heamoor Village Council Steering Group (Jane Lambert) 
[Extent of proposal, as summarised in Cornwall Council submission list: “New Parish 
by separating [part of] a Parish [to create] Heamoor Village Council]…the proposed 
new boundary…matches that of the existing Heamoor Parish Ward of Penzance Town 
Council.”] 

• We propose creation of a new Parish Council for Heamoor (called “Heamoor 
Village Council”), by separating existing Heamoor Parish Ward from Penzance 
Parish.  Reasons: 

• (1) Democratic deficit: Heamoor only has 3 out of the 20 Penzance Town 
Councillors. They can always be outvoted, even on matters mainly of concern to 
Heamoor 

• (2) Heamoor is a cohesive community with a strong sense of identity.  Recent 
survey: 90% of respondents agreed “Heamoor is a separate community from 
Penzance with its own identity.”  A Village Council would give us a truly local, 
publicly accountable forum with powers to improve lives of everyone in village. 

• (3) Our goal is inclusivity:  

• Village Council has Steering Group of 15 members, including Youth Section.  Age 
range 11-80, all live in Heamoor.  Youth Council member recently gave 
presentation on our bid to Heamoor primary school assembly.  Steering Group 
has terms of reference; meets regularly in village.  It has an Ideas Bank (currently 
88 pages), a valuable resource for future Village Council. 

• Heamoor has poverty, deprivation and social isolation.  We’ve started to engage 
with these issues, actively reaching out to less well served sections of community.  
Committed to identifying/satisfying unmet needs (e.g. about to start work with 
local non-profit organisation on combatting loneliness). 

• Good communication will be key to achieving inclusivity, using new technologies 
and traditional methods (e.g. community noticeboards).  Will help us reach 
residents without internet access who currently feel excluded. 

• We believe that as it will be close to those in need in the community, the Village 
Council will be best placed to help them. 

• There’s clear evidence that people of Heamoor take active interest in local issues, 
but our ability as a community to address local issues is stymied by not having our 
own council. 

• Local accountability/effectiveness would be greatly enhanced if decisions were 
taken by people living in our community.  
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• Our submission is led by and strongly backed by community.  Supporting petition, 
distributed by local volunteers, had 409 submissions by deadline (17.7.19); more 
people coming forward all the time to express their support. 

• More details on Cornwall Council’s website and our Facebook page.     
 
(b) Representative of Gulval Village Community Association (GVCA) (Kath Uren) 
[Extent of proposed boundary change, as summarised in Cornwall Council submission 
list: “include Gulval village (polling district IPG1) as a new ward within Madron 
Parish.”] 

• From public meetings/events during last 4-5 years in the village, it’s clear that 
Gulval’s separate identity as a rural village is very important to people, whether 
they’ve lived most of their lives there or have chosen to move into it. 

• Our plan for future of village includes: “to investigate possibility of Gulval 
reverting to being a civil parish in its own right or becoming part of Madron 
Parish.”  CGR gives us opportunity to follow this through. 

• Current polling district (IPG1) identifies village separately from Eastern Green; the 
two communities are very different. This recognised in outcome of Cornwall 
Council Electoral Review: Eastern Green is to become part of Penzance East 
Division; Gulval part of Ludgvan, Madron, Gulval, Heamoor Division.  Inclusion of 
village in Madron Parish would follow boundary identified for that Division. 

• Penzance Town Council (TC)’s focus is understandably on the town; for most part, 
we feel we’ve had little voice at a local council level. 

• We’re represented by one town councillor who also represents Eastern Green 
(Ratio of 1 councillor: 1170 electors), so we currently have little voice.  From 
change of parish wards in 2021, ratio would be 1: 934 (as part of new Heamoor & 
Gulval Ward).  If village included in Gulval Ward of Madron parish – and with 
Madron PC’s proposal to increase number of ward councillors, ratio would be 
1:135 

• Village surroundings largely in Madron Parish; proposal would allow village to be 
reunited with Gulval Ward of Madron Parish.  

• Geographically a logical fit. 

• Have evidence from past consultations on village future; in response to Madron 
PC request, we will be consulting local residents.  Will include following options: 
join Madron; stay with Penzance; or, as recently put forward as an alternative, 
join Ludgvan. 

• CGR is about community identity/efficiency in delivering services.  We don’t feel 
is should be about devolution – how Penzance TC delivers the facilities for which 
it’s chosen to take responsibility.  Those facilities are used by, and important to, a 
much wider area than Penzance Parish.  Gulval residents use them no more or 
less than other villages in the West Penwith area. 

• Gulval is a village community seeking to maintain rural identity and build stronger 
links with its historic parish area. 
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• Gulval has more in common with Madron as a community and rural parish than 
Penzance urban area. 

• Our proposal meets the CGR criteria – to be reflective of the identity and interest 
of local communities and provide for efficient and effective governance 
arrangements. 

 
(c) A Resident of Manor Way, Penzance who submitted a proposal, supported by a 
petition, for Manor Way neighbourhood to be transferred from Penzance Parish to 
the proposed new Heamoor Village Council area 
[Extent of proposed boundary change, as summarised in Cornwall Council submission 
list: “Manor Way Neighbourhood to be separated from Penzance Town Council East 
Ward and included in newly proposed Heamoor Village Council”]    

• A resident of Manor Way; have lived here since 1973.  

• My address is Heamoor; I want to be in Heamoor Parish and will be delighted 
when Heamoor Village Council is set up. 

• Petition carried out: only 2 residents in the neighbourhood were in favour of 
remaining in Penzance Parish 

• The estate has moved from ward to ward, and it could change again due to new 
housing 

• The bypass seems to be the dividing line; the first public inquiry overturned the 
proposed route.  If the favoured route had gone around it, Heamoor would have 
been preserved and the traffic wouldn’t have gone right through it. 

• Please listen this time. 
 
(d) A Representative of Madron Parish Council (Councillor Graham Tanner) 
[Extent of proposed boundary change, as summarised in Cornwall Council submission 
list: “Gulval village area incorporated into Madron Parish. Southern boundary to 
follow new Ludgvan, Madron, Gulval & Heamoor Electoral Division. Included ‘green 
buffer’ area from Cornwall Local Plan.  And housing development approved at 
Trannack.” NB: “Madron Parish Council wishes to see evidence that the merger is 
supported by the Gulval community before it is approved”] 

• Madron Parish Council’s proposal is to join with Gulval.  This follows on from 
GVCA requesting us to support their submission which proposes this change.  
GVCA presented proposal to us (4.7.19) and we voted to support it in principle, 
with Gulval community endorsement to be established. 

• Change would add c.600 dwellings, Gulval church and school to Madron Parish.  
We support historic precedent of restoring Gulval village, together with its rural 
hinterland that is currently in our Gulval Ward.  Overall village/rural nature of 
Madron and Gulval would remain unaffected. 

• Madron Parish and Gulval village area are similar village communities with 
surrounding, primarily agricultural rural areas.  Their interests, environments and 
histories are similar.  A combined parish governance system would better reflect 
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their community interests than exists today with Gulval village area linked into 
the urban Penzance area. 

• Madron Parish has no wish to see this change imposed on Gulval residents, but is 
happy to incorporate them if that is the majority wish.  

 
(e) A Representative of Ludgvan Parish Council [focusing in this section on proposals 
also potentially affecting Marazion and Penzance] (Councillor Roy Mann) 

• (1) Penzance TC’s proposals to change its boundaries with Ludgvan and take in 
Longrock: 
[Ludgvan’s submission: No change “particularly as it relates to Long Rock”] 

• Declaration of Interest: I’m a Penzance Town Councillor and a Ludgvan Parish 
Councillor; have not taken part in Penzance TC’s CGR discussions. 

• Ludgvan Parish Council wants no change to its boundary with Penzance Parish; 
Penzance has requested a change to include whole of Long Rock.  The two 
councils have not formally discussed this. 

• Longrock clearly doesn’t welcome becoming part of Penzance Parish. 

• On 14/9/19, we conducted a litmus test survey: in one hour, over 30 residents 
signed to say they wished to remain in Ludgvan Parish; no residents wanted to go 
into Penzance Parish. 

• From our NDP consultations (2 years ago), it’s clear Longrock residents don’t look 
towards/associate with Penzance Parish but with Ludgvan (they associate more 
with Crowlas and Marazion than Penzance).   

• Longrock residents would face a precept increase of 5.5 times the current level, 
which is off putting 

• Longrock employment primarily grew around: railway engine sheds and local 
agriculture, its suppliers; horticultural supplies and manufacture; plus 2 
agriculture outlets and several horticulture crop purchasers.  Later, cattle market 
was built.  In 1949, 18 houses were built [Chymoor] as engine driver’s housing: 
closely linked with Longrock. 

• Industrial estate built by Penwith District Council for benefit of employment for 
the whole of Penwith District (e.g. cattle market, agricultural suppliers etc.) 

• Major developments (e.g. shops, B&Q) were lost by Penwith DC at planning 
appeals. 

• Penzance TC has been consulted on all large developments (last ones: new 
heliport, The Range, Costa, Pets At Home etc.)  

• If Penzance TC takes in Longrock, Ludgvan Parish will be left with no coastline 
even though we’ve worked hard on coastal defences 

• Firmly believe Longrock and industrial estate should remain; Penzance is not 
dependent on it. 

• (2) Marazion Town Council’s proposals to change its boundary with Ludgvan 
Parish: 
[Ludgvan’s submission: No Change] 
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• Ludgvan PC has proposed No Change to this boundary, which currently follows 
the Red River around the outskirts of Marazion to the sea.  Marazion TC has 
requested a change to include the marshes and old train station, on the basis of 
its name. 

• This proposal would take the rest of Ludgvan Parish’s coastline, despite the work 
the PC has  done on the toilets 

• The Cheshire home and houses there all exit/lead to the Longrock and A30 roads 
away from Marazion 

• The proposal is a non-starter. 
  

(f) A Resident of Penzance Parish who submitted a proposal for a single parish for 
Newlyn, Mousehole and Paul Parish 
[Extent of proposal, as summarised in Cornwall Council submission list: “Create new 
Parish by separating part of a Parish (Newlyn, Mousehole & Paul.”] 

• The speaker declared he was a Penzance Town Councillor, but was speaking as a 
resident on behalf of this proposal. 

• There is significant support from Newlyn, Mousehole and Paul community for 
their own parish, separate from Penzance; this is clear from a check with 
stakeholders [Cornwall Councillors, Penzance Town Councillors, a harbour 
authority, residents, interest groups, fishing industry, farming rural tourism, 
members of art world, service providers and shop keepers]. 

• Separation would give the community recognisable status and pride in its own 
identity, which is traditionally and still rural.  Rural identity is based on local 
occupations which drive economy (i.e. fishing, farming, rural tourism, rural-
oriented arts/crafts and services these activities require). Despite very high 
deprivation status for area, local economy is vibrant; this is different from urban 
Penzance. 

• Submission aims to address current weakness of poor community engagement 
and representation.  There’s a reluctance to get involved/stand for election, and 
apathy towards voting.  There’s no motivation to form community interest 
groups, so pressing for things much needed for the community is neglected.  
There’s disinterest in Penzance TC and its work, relegating it as “pointless and not 
relevant” and “nothing ever gets done.” 

• Introducing a new local parish council with acknowledged local identity into this 
situation is an obvious route to encourage community to engage, motivate 
individuals to serve as councillors, and for interest groups to form to address 
specific needs. 

• Priorities for change are different too: parking shortage in traditional housing 
settlements; growing traffic congestion; fear of overwhelming building 
development; concern to prevent deterioration in natural/built environment; 
need for flood prevention and efficient drainage; transport to serve main 
occupations plus public transport for residents who don’t drive is strained; lack of 
leisure/amenities for families with young children; need to develop leisure 
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activities for young people; lack of facilities for older generation to relax and 
interact. 

• Community lacks an engagement process to articulate these needs for change 
and to give a reaction to proposals. 

• The proposed new Parish dovetails neatly with the Electoral Review of Cornwall 
Council decision on divisions, for a new Newlyn & St Buryan Division. The working 
and representative arrangements for the two parishes (Newlyn, Mousehole & 
Paul and St Buryan, both rural and with coincidence of priorities) in one division 
would enhance prospects of two levels of local government working together 
better to serve their communities. 

• Criteria for a new parish would be met: viable geography; defined boundary; 
sufficient voting population (c.3600); distinct identity; access to resources to 
support itself, and its provision of services/facilities 

• What a new parish would do for the community: provide a venue for community 
to represent itself; engage local residents to serve as councillors; set its own 
precept and budget, lowering precept or delivering improved services (the new 
PC would decide); administer the Parish/Council, pay costs of this; make residents 
aware where their local issues could be taken up in first instance. 

• Impact on others: would be on Penzance TC, Cornwall Council (CC), local 
authorities, and Penzance NDP 

• Alternatives?  Remain as is. 

• Preferred way forward?  Proposed new parish would give community opportunity 
and incentive to address its own issues.  There is support to take up this once in a 
lifetime opportunity and enthusiasm to engage with challenge of making it a 
success.  Ultimately, will be for residents/others in community to debate, 
consider what’s in their best interests and make their wishes known. 

 
(g)  Representative of Penzance Town Council (Councillor Nicole Broadhurst, Mayor of 
Penzance) 
[Summary of submission, from Cornwall Council submission list: No Change in relation 
to Heamoor and Gulval; Boundary change: “Gulval to include Longrock area to be 
coterminous with new Electoral Division boundary.”]   

• (1) Overview: There’s a very long history of Cornwall’s towns having own very 
distinct political identity in local government.  

• Towns have grown in recent centuries and incorporated adjacent communities. 

• In Penzance, no parishes have disappeared but 1934 local government 
reorganisation recognised that Newlyn (ex-Paul Urban District) and Heamoor (ex-
Madron Urban District) were inextricably tied to Penzance (Mousehole and Gulval 
were also included).  

• The current arrangement works well.  Hiving these communities off as entirely 
new parishes when they are physically, socially and economically tied to 
Penzance is a backward step and a rejection of a political model that’s worked 
well for centuries for Cornish towns and Cornwall as a whole. 
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• The strength of the many local communities of Penzance adds up to a bigger 
community that is more than the sum of its parts. All areas of Penzance parish 
should continue to contribute to its civic life and public services. 

• Proposals would have an effect on the agreed programme of devolution with CC.  
We wouldn’t be able to make it work. 

• (2) Heamoor: Penzance TC doesn’t believe there’s majority local support for the 
proposal to create a separate parish in the style of a ‘village council.’  

• TC doesn’t believe Heamoor have been given objective information on costs of 
setting up a new council. 

• Proposal would adversely affect delivery of effective and efficient local 
governance in terms of value for money and service provision.  Heamoor has 
never been a self –governing area. 

• In urban expansion of Penzance in 20th century, Heamoor became contiguous 
with Penzance and a suburb tightly linked socially and economically with 
Penzance. 

• There’s a history of uncontested elections in Heamoor, which gives rise to a worry 
about self-selection; 2017 election was contested.   

• Proposal could have a negative and destabilising impact on community cohesion. 
The proposed parish area would in effect ‘split’ the community by leaving out 
some areas where deprivation is an issue but including some more affluent areas 
within Penzance East Ward (e.g. Manor Way which is within East Ward of 
Penzance Parish).  

• The drive to establish a village council comes from the single issue community 
pressure group SHED (Save Heamoor from Excessive Development) which 
believes it could exert greater influence over planning decisions concerning new 
housing through the establishment of this council.  However, a parish council is 
only a statutory planning consultee in relation to planning and not the Planning 
Authority. 

• (3) Newlyn, Mousehole & Paul: 

• Proposal would lead to delivery of ineffective and inefficient local governance in 
terms of value for money or service provision.  Residents of Newlyn and 
Mousehole regularly and frequently use Penzance TC services within the town 
less than 3 miles away.  

• Draft Penzance NP recognises 7 distinct communities within Penzance Parish.  
These include Newlyn, Mousehole and Paul; however, they are seen as part of 
Penzance.  

• TC has supported Mousehole and Newlyn with grant towards their Christmas 
lights and provided weed-spraying and war memorial cleaning services.  

• Mousehole has received financial assistance for Solomon Browne Hall in excess of 
£8k.  

• The creation of small community councils, which currently have adequate 
representation, could lead to an undemocratic mentality. 

• Newlyn ward has been uncontested for last 4 elections.  
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• Mousehole hasn’t had a resident councillor for at least the last 2 elections. 

• (4) Inclusion of Longrock within Penzance Parish: 

• Longrock is within Penzance site allocation area and shows proposed housing and 
employment sites.  

• Longrock Industrial Estate is Penzance’s industrial area and a key economic asset.  
As it is in Ludgvan Parish, the TC is not automatically consulted on key planning 
decisions affecting its future.  Proposed extended ward would include new 
Heliport, another key economic asset.  

• TC would be able to extend some of its existing service delivery to Longrock 
enabling effective and efficient local governance in terms of value for money and 
service provision.  

• Proposal is that Gulval ward is renamed Gulval and Longrock ward and that 
number of members in this ward is increased from 1 to 2 (would give TC total of 
21 members).  

• New CC Electoral Division for Penzance East (2021) includes this area and so TC 
proposal achieves coterminosity. 

• (5) Gulval area: TC is concerned that inclusion of this area in Ludgvan or Madron 
Parish could have negative impact on community cohesion. 

• The proposal would lead to delivery of ineffective and inefficient local governance 
in terms of value for money or service provision. Gulval residents regularly and 
frequently use the TC services within the town less than 1 mile away. 

• TC has history of supporting sustainability of Gulval village, including village hall. 
 

(h) Representative of Marazion Town Council (Councillor Derek Laity, Mayor of 
Marazion) 
[Extent of proposed boundary change, as summarised in Cornwall Council submission 
list: take in area to the West - the old Marazion railway station and Marazion marsh; 
take in area to the East containing Plain-an-Gwarry hamlet; take in hamlet of 
Gwallon to the North; transfer area of Gears Lane in Goldsithney to Perranuthnoe 
Parish Council] 

• Many factors in support of our proposal: connections between communities; 
landscape and infrastructure; benefits to residents; benefits to the natural 
environment 

• Area to the west: old railway station and marsh/SSSI site is not within Marazion 
Parish but it is part of gateway to the Parish and St Michael’s Mount and we have 
no influence over it.  The area is some way from Ludgvan village and it is not part 
of, and has no direct impact on, that community.  We want a greater say in this 
important area for the Parish.  The station and marsh bears the name of 
Marazion.  We consulted St Aubyn Estate as the majority land owner; they 
support our proposal, we have a good working relationship with them and we 
want to work together on an approach to improving the area. 
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• Area to the east, includes hamlet of Plain-an-Gwarry: half a mile away from 
Marazion, the nearest town/village, directly physically linked to it via an 
unclassified road 

• Area to the north: hamlet of Gwallon: c. half a mile away from Marazion, nearest 
town/village, directly physically linked to it via an unclassified road 

• The above two areas [areas to east & north]: strongly connected to Marazion 
town.  Their residents identify as being part of Marazion and use the town’s 
facilities regularly.  We believe they would be better served by Marazion TC.   

• 2 properties in Gears Lane, Goldsithney: We feel these would better served by 
Perranuthnoe Parish Council. 

• Marazion TC agreed the proposed changes.  They better reflect the interests and 
identities of the areas involved. 

 
(i) A Representative of St Hilary Neighbourhood Development Plan group  

• Note: Representatives of St Hilary Parish Council [which submitted for No Change] 
attended the meeting but had to leave before this item for personal reasons, and 
subsequently gave their apologies for this.  A Representative of St Hilary 
Neighbourhood Development Plan group addressed the meeting and their 
comments are summarised below: 

• Marazion TC has not formally approached St Hilary PC. 

• St Hilary PC wants No Change, but has no formal response at this stage.  I’ve been 
asked to explain that we do not want to be part of Marazion. 

• St Hilary is in middle of preparing its NDP.   

• The PC has spent a lot of money on Gwallon.   

• St Hilary is a very rural parish, not urban; it does not have villages, but 
settlements 

• The Parish Clerk has asked informally and residents of the settlements that 
Marazion TC want to take in want to stay in St Hilary Parish. 

• Marazion TC should have talked to us.  At least 6 residents in Gwallon were not 
asked by them.  Their proposal is undemocratic and slightly Trump like. 

 
 (2ii)  Questions on these Submissions from Members of the Panel  
 
Q1: Dick Cole CC: Penzance TC mentioned 1934 local government review.  The town 
has expanded into Gulval, Madron and Paul.  Why is Heamoor Village Council 
Steering Group looking to set up a separate parish council rather than wishing to join 
up with its historic home of Madron? 
A1: Heamoor Steering Group: Long before CGR, we looked at going in with Madron.  
However, we feel that Heamoor has developed into a clearly defined community 
with a cohesive community spirit.  We are rural but Madron is dispersed rural.  We 
have twice Madron’s population so joining with them would create a democratic 
deficit for them.  There is a lot of resonance for our situation in the contributions 
tonight from other communities regarding separate rural identity.  On Penzance TC’s 
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comments re development issues in Heamoor, we are well aware a parish council is 
not the planning authority, but becoming a statutory consultee will be progress: we 
can consult the community and come up with a response.  Development could 
increase our population by 50%; we would be in a position to have a say as a 
democratically accountable Parish Council. 
 
Q2: Mike Thomas CC: Thanks to all in attendance; very impressed with information 
received.  [To Mayor of Penzance]: Are you surprised by the level of feelings 
expressed tonight; does it say something about the way local democracy is going? 
A2: Penzance TC: I’m not surprised.  There is work we can do to address the issue of 
people feeling unrepresented.  Cornwall Council could have done things to 
encourage people too.  We are there as a local council and we need to carry on and 
do better. 
A2: Heamoor Steering Group: Mayor of Penzance stated that Heamoor is not a self-
governing area before.  Our proposal is about change.  We feel under-represented; 
there is massive traction for our proposal; we are confident elections will be 
contested; this will show what local democracy can do. 
 
Q3: Malcolm Brown CC.  [To those proposing: Newlyn, Mousehole & Paul Parish; 
Gulval area’s move to Madron Parish; Heamoor Village Council].  If all these changes 
are approved, Penzance Parish would be halved.  Do you have any thoughts on the 
implications for how Penzance TC could deliver services for the area which remains?  
What we are being asked here is typically different to the rest of Cornwall where we 
have proposals from towns wishing to expand into rural parishes.  In that situation, 
one issue is whether the remaining rural parish will be viable.  In this case, would 
Penzance TC remain viable and would it have to operate differently? 
A3: Heamoor Steering Group:  We have considered this and discussed it a lot.  We’re 
aware what we are proposing would have an impact. We consulted Penzance TC on 
our statement of intent and said we wanted to work with them on the transition.  
We’re aware Heamoor residents use TC services.  Although we would be outside 
Penzance Parish, we could still help support things in Penzance e.g. Golowan.  The 
change would be that Heamoor residents would decide what they’d support in 
Penzance and in our own communities (e.g. works to the local playing field, which 
the TC has not carried out).  We think we’d run the local area more efficiently.     
A3: Proposer of Newlyn, Mousehole & Paul Parish: The question which plagues us is 
centralisation or decentralisation.  This question needs a through look at to come up 
with solutions.  Nobody wants damage done to another council, but the Newlyn, 
Mousehole & Paul proposal is about meeting the need for people to have a say on a 
more equal footing.  A lot of parishioners enjoy the TC’s services.  The TC gets extra 
funding to provide services; if they spread this out there might be more support for 
their position.  If the parishes are created and have more influence, they’d come to a 
deal with the TC.  It would come down to what the parishioners feel is worth 
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supporting.  This could include the Jubilee Pool, Golowan and all sorts.  They would 
need to talk to each other. 
 
(2iii) Statements on these Submissions by Other Parish and Town Councillors and 
Members of the Public Present 
 
(a) Councillor Dick Cliffe, Penzance Town Council (former Mayor) 

• Town Councils’ role has changed due to austerity.  With the shrinkage of Cornwall 
Council’s budget, they’ve had to step in.  Local councils need more skills in the 
workforce but also an increased precept.   

• We have a lot of new issues to deal with (e.g. anti-social behaviour, rough 
sleeping, weed spraying) and this hiked up the precept. 

• Some residents ask why they are paying £80 more precept than their neighbours 
[in neighbouring parishes].  And why they are paying towards public toilets 
provided for people living outside Penzance.  This is why people wish to separate. 

• There is apathy around the fringes of Penzance.  The TC has tried hard to 
encourage people to stand in Newlyn and Heamoor.  It is not depressing in that 
context to see what is happening in Heamoor.   

• Newlyn harbour issues are outside a local council’s sphere of influence, as the 
responsibility of Newlyn Harbour Commissioners. 

• These proposals arise from a loss in confidence.   

• By working together we can deliver more.  I don’t believe Heamoor and Newlyn, 
Mousehole & Paul can deliver more on their own.  A Parish Council like Madron 
can’t deliver all that much due to the constraints on its budget and powers. 

 
(b) A Resident of Heamoor and member of the Heamoor Village Steering Group 

• Supports proposal for Heamoor Village Council 

• CGR presents a great opportunity to look at the issues with fresh eyes 

• What evidence is there for the Mayor of Penzance’s statement that there is no 
support for the proposal for Heamoor Village Council?  We have not seen this. 

 
(c) A Resident of Longrock village 

• Opposes Penzance TC’s proposal. 

• Longrock is a village, not just an industrial estate.   

• 700 people live there and we are fond of it.  We are in south-west corner of 
Ludgvan Parish and we are happy there. 

• We lost our crossing and village hall, and our road is a rat run, but we are quite 
happy with the Parish we are in. 

• 150 new dwellings were allocated for Longrock as part of Penzance’s allocation, 
but there is no planned infrastructure and no benefits for our community. 

• We have more in common with Marazion than Penzance: geographically, 
physically and socially.  If we had to move, that’s where we’d want to go 
[Marazion Parish]. 
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• What are benefits for Longrock of the TC’s proposal?  We’d have to pay an extra 
£160 a year and will get nothing. 

• We can see industrial estate will benefit Penzance.  We’ll just be a housing estate, 
a dumping ground.  We won’t get any input (we’d get some staying in Ludgvan or 
moving to Marazion). 

• Give me a convincing reason, I’d like to hear it. 
 
(d) A Penzance Town Councillor, East Ward (Councillor Stephen Cordel)  

• [In respect of comments made by Longrock resident].  If your comment about 
“dumping ground” relates to “undesirables”, we have no housing responsibilities, 
so this would be a red herring. 

• Manor Way proposal: Manor Way is part of my East Ward.  The only way you can 
get to Manor Way from Heamoor by car is to go via Penzance.  Manor Way is not 
part of Heamoor; the developer used the name “Heamoor” as a marketing ploy. 

• Heamoor Village Council: In relation to inclusivity, the original submission 
excluded Roscadghill, the poor part of Heamoor.  They have amended this and 
included it in their revised submission.  A Village Council would not be viable.  
Heamoor contributes no more or no less than any other part of Penzance; on the 
same basis, you could separate other parts of the Parish like the Promenade.  
 

(e) Penzance Town Councillor, Heamoor Ward (Councillor Bonnie Jackson) 

• It’s a privilege to serve Heamoor Ward 

• I’ve made efforts to be part of the Heamoor team, including with the Steering 
Group.  I’ve set up a Facebook page.  I’ve tried to support them. 

• There is no central meeting place, which has been difficult.  I’ve been to the 
church, pub and on a walkabout (including Roscadghill and other outlying areas in 
Heamoor); it was evident people wanted to talk. 

• There is a will to do it, but we need people to help us.   

• Penzance TC has agreed to carry out the works to the playing field wall, which will 
cost c. £10k. 
 
In response, the Heamoor resident/Steering Group member stated that the 
Steering Group had talked to Roscadghill residents who are supportive of the 
Village Council proposal.  He stated that the Councillor had not represented them 
in any way, that it started with development sites and that the Councillor had 
wanted to dump houses on Heamoor. 
 

(iv) Statements on the submissions by local Cornwall Councillors 
 
(a) Cornelius Olivier CC (Penzance Central) 

• I was also a Penzance Town Councillor, 2013-17 
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• I’m not a member of Electoral Review Panel, but will get a vote on CGR at full 
Council.  I will just be making comments tonight, not expressing any judgement 
on the proposals. 

• An observation: recently went to Twickenham, which is in a London Borough 
[Richmond]; the residents said they lived in Surrey, not London.  The insistence 
that Heamoor and Gulval are rural is reminiscent of that, as if there is something 
wrong with living in a town. 

• Heamoor and Gulval include large areas of social rented housing, so that is not 
rural.  The people most keen on these proposals are those living in the non-social 
housing areas. 

• CC is driving devolution agenda; parishes need to be a certain size to support this.  
Examples: Penlee House (TC owned and run); Jubilee Pool (TC supports).  If you 
halve Penzance, neither institution will be viable.  You aren’t helping residents if 
you do that.  Penzance Parish residents get a discount for the Jubilee Pool and 
free entry to Penlee House. 

• A big problem in getting something done is parochialism.   

• If you start breaking up the area into smaller units, you are going to make things 
worse. 

• The main driver for these proposals is housing development.  People are right to 
be concerned, but this is not a reason for setting up a new Parish Council.  If you 
think doing this will make it stop, you are wrong. 

• It is great when people get associations together and make new organisations but 
this proposal will fragment and divide.  We need to pull together to make things 
better. 
 

(b) Simon Elliott CC (Ludgvan) 

• I have no pre-determined view.  I work in Heamoor, live in Penzance East, 
represent Madron, Ludgvan, Longrock etc.  My parents live in Gulval. 

• Important to make sure public engagement thorough and impartial; to ensure 
proposals represent view of people. 

• There is unhappiness in outlying areas from Penzance and it is not all about 
housing.  The Parish wants affordable housing.  The Parish Council supported 
modular housing at Longrock.   

• I understand Penzance TC’s argument for taking in the industrial area down to the 
railway crossing to Penzance.  I can see it’s seen as its employment area, and 
have made proposals to improve the road system.   

• Where there are few electors in an area, it is hard to justify moving a parish 
boundary.     

• Penzance TC has not consulted Longrock village.  I was not consulted, which is 
disappointing, albeit I’m proud of the TC. 

• I’ve listened to residents of the areas and their innovative solutions.  How do we 
get the connection back in those outlying areas?  It’s not about Wimbledon or 
parochial snobbishness.  It’s about people north of bypass feeling disconnected.  
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• Allocations document was not about redefining Penzance Parish boundaries, it 
was about finding places to build e.g. Longrock who are insistent on good quality 
affordable housing 

• Longrock residents are greatly disappointed by the lack of consultation. 
 
(c) Mario Fonk CC (Gulval and Heamoor) 

• Have sent a full report outlining my comments on Gulval and Heamoor into 
Cornwall Council 

• I’ve been very careful not to take sides, to keep an open mind; my job at present 
is to listen 

• We are very lucky to have articulate people in Gulval and Heamoor and it’s been 
a privilege to work with people on this.  I would give them my support if their bid 
is successful.   

• I’m sure they are more than able to set up parishes if they wish  

• Penzance TC claims the majority of Heamoor residents do not support the Village 
Council proposal.  This is argument is flawed.  Not all Heamoor residents have 
responded to the survey but you’ve got to go with majority as you do in an 
election; we live in a democracy. 
Note: A copy of Councillor Fonk’s full report will be included in the evidence for the 
Review. 

 
(d) Sue Nicholas CC (Marazion and Perranuthnoe) 

• I’ve lived here for 60 years.  I was Chair of Ludgvan PC for many years and a 
Penwith District Councillor, and have been a Cornwall Councillor for the past 10 
years, so I know the area well.   

• Since Penwith days I’ve argued that affordable housing proposed for Long Rock 
should not be for a Penzance allocation, it should be for a Ludgvan allocation. 

• I fully support Marazion and Perranuthnoe proposed boundary changes; these 
make complete sense as Marazion station area and direct entrance to Marazion 
are at present in Ludgvan Parish but they don’t directly impact on Ludgvan, when 
it comes to looking at the coastal issues/sand dune preservation etc. 

• Plain an Gwarry and Gwallon are also more aligned and impact on Marazion more 
than St Hilary, but it’s the latter that currently has the power to comment on 
planning applications 

• Perranuthnoe PC proposals are also a logical move on geographical grounds; they 
eliminate some irregular boundaries which make no sense e.g. Gears Lane 

• There have been discussions and meetings re the boundaries between Marazion 
and Perranuthnoe who have cooperated with one another and reached a 
mutually amicable agreement and with Ludgvan at the open table session we 
held here, put on by the Community Network. 

• On the comment that St Hilary was not consulted, there have been 
communications between councillors and there was the open table session.  No 
one from St Hilary PC attended that session (and they rarely attend the Network 
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Panel) and there has been no response to requests to discuss boundaries, which 
is unfortunate.  

• In terms of Gears Lane and fields to the East and West of the end of North Road, 
these now relate more to Goldsithney due to the village expansion. 

• Rosudgeon: unfortunately the village is divided between Parishes with a small 
part as you leave the village towards Helston in St Hilary and is challenged by the 
busy A394. A great deal of work on the NDP of Perranuthnoe Parish includes 
Rosudgeon settlement, and they have been active on boundaries, enforcement 
and work on reducing traffic speed; these have not always been supported or 
reciprocated when seeking to support residents’ concerns.  Perranuthnoe PC has 
gone so far as to support wider cross-Parish boundary community issues such as 
defibrillator provision and affordable housing for the community. There is a pre-
application in for up to 20 houses; happy for St Hilary to take some of that 
allocation.  We have also insisted on development on the A390 having footpath 
provision to make it safer for residents. 

• All the proposed changes made by Marazion and Perranuthnoe are logical and 
sensible and will meet future needs provision for those communities.  

• It is a great shame that St Hilary choose to be isolated and not liaise with 
neighbouring parishes.  I’ve never seen the person who spoke for St Hilary at any 
St Hilary PC meetings. 

 
(e) Roger Harding CC (Newlyn & Mousehole) 

• I was a Penwith District Councillor from 1985-2009 and, since then, have been a 
Cornwall Councillor 

• In 1934, Paul Parish joined Penzance Parish because it couldn’t afford to bring in 
electricity and water.  There’s been lots of development since then.  Fishing and 
tourism have increased, and the demands on the area have changed. 

• I’ve not come to support the proposals, but I want them consulted on.  They 
warrant wider and due consideration.  Please do this. 

• Newlyn and Mousehole do have their own identity.   

• There’s been significant growth in the area with the scale of housing development 

• Newlyn fishing port is a significant driver of the economy 

• The proposals have been mooted before, but CGR has been the first opportunity 
to explore them 

• I’ve asked people for their views on proposals; answers include: electorate would 
be 3600, so only Penzance and St Just would be bigger; there are suitable meeting 
rooms in the villages; the proposed Parish would the advantage of having tax-
raising ability; Newlyn people feel their community is different than Penzance, with 
different issues; the proposals would provide more democratic accountability and 
a focus on local spending 

• In terms of future devolution, Newlyn & Mousehole were among the first 
communities to take on toilets (although not through Parish Councils). 
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(f) Jim McKenna CC (Penzance Promenade) 

• Thanked all speakers; very impressed by the preparation they have put in 

• Emphasised is open-minded on the proposals 

• I’m a Penzance resident and represent the Promenade Division 

• Penzance TC does a lot of good; it precepts enough money to provide match-
funding too to bring things to the area (e.g. Tour of Britain) 

• I recognise strength of Newlyn and Mousehole 

• A key issue for the Electoral Review Panel will be how sustainable the proposals 
are e.g. the sustainability of a Heamoor Village Council through any changes over 
a five to twenty-five year period 

• This area of Cornwall has a long tradition of protest and support 

• Where there are opportunities to get those making proposals that affect each 
other in the same room in the next phase, please take them 

 
(g) Helen Hawkins CC (St Buryan) 

• Madron: many decisions on planning affect Gulval as much 

• While not everyone will be happy, it is great to see so much interest from so many 
people  

 
3: Parishes of Gwinear-Gwithian, Ludgvan, St Erth, Towednack and Hayle  
 
(3i): Brief verbal summaries of submissions  
 
(a) Representative of Ludgvan Parish Council [focusing in this section on proposals 
also potentially affecting Towednack] (Councillor Roy Mann) 

• Ludgvan & Towednack Parishes: [Ludgvan PC’s submission states that it accepts 
Towednack PC’s proposal “of unifying the village of Nancledra within one Parish” 
and proposes that Towednack Parish becomes a ward of Ludgvan Parish]   

• Ludgvan PC supports Towednack’s proposal regarding Nancledra in light of local 
support 

• Ludgvan PC had initially suggested minor boundary change to north of Cripplesease 
(current Towednack/St Ives Parish boundary), but Towednack PC objected as it did 
not want to give up Giew Mine and so Ludgvan withdrew this proposal. 

• Towednack and Ludgvan Parish seem to be a natural match, given their rural 
nature.  Both Parishes: have poor transport infrastructure, with over-reliance on 
the car; have areas in the AONB; are pursuing affordable housing solutions to local 
housing needs; have the same rural issues 

• Ludgvan propose taking over Towednack as a Ward.  Towednack Parish would not 
disappear and would continue to keep its own identity and annual Parish meeting. 

• Currently, the 2 Parishes have 19 Councillors.  Ludgvan PC proposes reducing this 
to 12 Councillors, 10 for Ludgvan and 2 for Towednack.  It believes Towednack 
Parish’s smaller electorate would benefit from being in a larger Parish Council with 
more resources. 
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• Approximately 100 Nancledra residents would transfer from the proposed Ludgvan 
Ward to the proposed Towednack Ward; the current population of Towednack 
Parish is 308. 

• A Parish cluster would make sense; would be no need for an involved boundary 
change 

• The precept and administration costs would be lower 

• There is no shop or Post Office in Towednack; residents go to Penzance/Ludgvan 

• Towednack has not had a contested election in over 20 years 

• I represented Towednack on the former District Council and know it very well; I 
consider clustering with Ludgvan would be a great advantage  
    

(b) Representative of Towednack Parish Council (Councillor Julia Evans, Chairman) 
[Summary of submissions, from Cornwall Council submission list: “No change regarding 
Towednack’s status as a Parish in its own right; [boundary] change: “to include the 
whole of Nancledra village [in Towednack Parish] including recent new developments” 

• (1) Nancledra proposal: Towednack PC proposes a boundary change within/around 
Nancledra village, the heart of the Parish and hub of the community  

• Current Parish boundary divides village in two, with small part of it in Ludgvan 
Parish. 

• Over the years, residents have often approached Towednack PC about issues on 
the Ludgvan side of the village (e.g. planning applications, highways, footpaths) 

• Proposal to place all of Nancledra in Towednack Parish first considered in 2016 

• In May 2019, representatives from both PCs met to discuss the proposals; Ludgvan 
PC agreed to Towednack PC consulting the affected households. 

• The consultation: 58 households in area affected, of which 9 holiday lets, so letters 
sent to remaining properties.  Responses received from 32 properties (65% 
response).  Of those who responded, 90% in favour.  Comments received included: 
“Strongly support as I’ve never met a Ludgvan Councillor but have met and been 
able to discuss local issues with Towednack Councillors”; “We’ve always looked to 
Towednack as our parish…smaller parishes are as important as large ones and we 
have little in common with the rest of Ludgvan Parish.”  Other comments referred 
to Towednack Church and Nancledra School and showed that people strongly 
identify with being part of the Towednack community.  Responses show that the 
proposal will better reflect the identities and interests of the community in 
Nancledra. 

• Proposal will improve local representation for households brought within 
Towednack. 

• Will provide effective and convenient local governance, by making it easier for 
people in area to be heard in own locality. 

• Evident from comments that vast majority of affected residents wish to be part of 
Towednack Parish and not Ludgvan with which they have no affiliation. 

• (2) Ludgvan PC proposal to take in Towednack as a ward of Ludgvan Parish Council 
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• Towednack PC’s submission had been confined to the Nancledra proposal.  
However, 3 working days before submission deadline, it received an email re 
Ludgvan’s intention to propose warding Towednack Parish.  Its No Change 
submission was in response to this. 

• Towednack PC’s reasons for opposing this proposal:  

• Towednack Parish’s community has strong sense of identity (e.g. regularly 
attended Parish Church; school, currently oversubscribed with outstanding Ofsted 
report; new nursery & pre-school; village hall, regularly used for variety of local 
activities; thriving pub). 

• Towednack Parish has a rich history, with strong mining heritage 

• Towednack PC provides effective and convenient governance (e.g. footpath 
maintenance; parish cemetery; restoration of historic finger post; maintenance & 
repair work; provision/upkeep of green amenity area; support for construction of 
separate nursery adjoining school; close working relationships with church and 
Gilbert Hall trustees). 

• PC has full complement of councillors with good representation across Parish, with 
variety of expertise/interests 

• PC works closely/successfully with Zennor Parish, Penwith Landscape Partnership, 
Dark Sky Reserve proposal 

• Evidence from PC consultation on its submission demonstrates that even those 
who are currently outside the Parish boundary recognise and support its structure.  
They wish to be part of Towednack Parish, as opposed to Ludgvan.  This gives clear 
message regarding Towednack Parish’s community feeling 

• We are a relatively small Parish, but the CGR guidance is clear this should not be a 
defining factor in a Parish’s existence. 
 

(c) Representative of St Erth Parish Council (Councillor Angelo Spencer-Smith) 
[Summary of submissions, from Cornwall Council submission list: “1 – No Change in 
relation to two [St Erth] households affected by Gwinear-Gwithian PC submission”; “2-
Realign boundaries between St Erth/Ludgvan along Western approach to St Erth 
Roundabout, adapting both Ludgvan Parish Eastern boundary and St Erth Parish 
Northern boundary, moving from North/South orientation (along the A30) to 
East/West orientation (river at bottom of Canon’s Town Valley, adjacent to Heather 
Lane)”; “3-No Change [except for proposals in relation to St Erth/Ludgvan boundary”]  

• St Erth proposal seeks to: realign boundaries between St Erth and Ludgvan Parishes 
along western approach to St Erth roundabout; combine Rose-an-Grouse 
community within St Erth Parish; combine Canons Town community within 
Ludgvan Parish.  The overall impact on residents would be the transfer of 21 
households to St Erth and 2 to Ludgvan.  Councillor Spencer-Smith began by talking 
the Panel/audience through the submission with the aid of the Cornwall Council-
prepared presentation which included maps illustrating all the submissions; he 
then outlined the reasons for the proposals:  
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• (1) To strengthen community cohesion: Rose-an-Grouse community, on both sides 
of A30, affected by same issues (e.g. St Erth roundabout; multi-modal hub; 
industrial estate; waste station & recycling centre; waste treatment works, all in St 
Erth); for many years, St Erth PC has represented its parishioners on these issues 
and CGR presents opportunity for it to represent this whole community; A30 
boundary is not a justification to split this natural community; various 
current/future issues affecting this community all justify need for these stronger 
representation arrangements (i.e. development of land allocated for industrial use; 
dualling of A30; improvements to St Erth roundabout; further expansion of multi-
modal hub). 

• (2) Allocation of land within Site Allocations Development Plan document for 
industrial use: St Erth Parish includes St Erth industrial estate so it is proposed 
recently allocated land adjacent to St Erth roundabout (“H-E2”) be included within 
the Parish.  This will enable a holistic approach to both industrial sites and aligns 
with the aims of the adopted St Erth NDP. 

• (3) St Erth Roundabout/Multi-Modal Hub and (4) Proposed bypass:  Highways 
England is working towards a bid to Government for improvement works to this 
strategic roundabout; the multi-modal hub has already increased traffic volume 
along the A30 and its future development is a key local issue; there is community 
pressure for a new A30 bypass between St Erth and Newtown roundabouts and 
the current preferred route/any route starting at St Erth roundabout will be key for 
the area covered by the  submission.  St Erth believes that it can provide more 
effective representation for the community on these issues if it is brought together 
as a whole within St Erth Parish.  Natural break should be river in the valley   
 

(d) Representative of Gwinear-Gwithian Parish Council (Councillor Mike Smith) 
[Extent of proposed boundary changes, from summary in Cornwall Council submission 
list: (1) Loggans Moor (Hayle) – take 13 properties…out of Hayle Parish [HP] and into 
Gwinear-Gwithian [GGP] Parish; (2) Angarrack (Hayle) – give two GGP properties to 
HP; (3) Nanpusker – Pump House (Hayle) – take one dwelling from HP; (4) Fraddam (St 
Erth & Crowan) – take four properties, 3 from St Erth and 1 from Crowan; (5) Leedstown 
(Crowan): take 10 properties from Crowan, 8 at Leedstown and 2 around Lambo; (6) 
Hallancoose (Crowan) – take one property from Crowan; (7) Roseworthy/Merry 
Meeting (Camborne) – take 12 properties from Camborne; (8) Godrevy (Camborne) – 
take 3 properties from Camborne]       

• Parish Council working group on CGR had a very strict remit, in line with the Review 
criteria.   

• We faced a few problems during the Cornwall Council Electoral Review and 
discovered how important it is to have an identity; it gives communities strength 
and confidence.  We also wish to ensure effective and convenient local 
government.  If residents know which parish they are in, and who their councillor 
is, they know who to go to with their issues; this is important. 
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• When we did our survey, we only wished to adjust our boundaries, to tidy them 
and make them more logical, not expand.  The survey was a challenge given 
number of villages/hamlets. 

• We consulted residents, including residents’ associations.  We produced detailed 
maps on the number of dwellings/electors affected by our proposals.  We wrote to 
all properties affected, describing the proposed changes.  We have carried out a 
public consultation in each Ward; there were no major complaints about the 
proposals (2 residents didn’t know which parish they lived in). 

• We took account of the new Cornwall Council divisions, to ensure there was no 
major effect on them. 

• We notified our four neighbouring parishes, and kept them informed. 
 

(e) Representative of Hayle Town Council (Councillor Clive Polkinghorne, Mayor of 
Hayle) 
[Extent of proposed boundary changes, from Cornwall Council submission list: (1) 
transfer two properties at Mutton Hill from Hayle to Gwinear-Gwithian; (2) transfer of 
two properties at Trungle Mill, Angarrack from Gwinear-Gwithian to Hayle ; (3) 
transfer of Nanpusker Lakeside Lodges, from Gwinear-Gwithian to Hayle] 

• We reached agreement with St Erth PC re the Hayle/St Erth boundary. 

• Originally, the Gwinear-Gwithian PC/Hayle boundary change involved a small 
“swap” of properties (2 properties going in either direction).  This idea was initially 
discussed informally at the CALC Conference in early 2019 and subsequently 
approved by Hayle Town Council. 

• However, in its submission, Gwinear-Gwithian PC amended their proposal from 2 
to 17 properties.  We strongly object to their submission.  They are proposing to 
take in a number of properties within Pulsac Manor, one of the historic manors 
within Hayle, represented on our Town Plate. 

• Gwinear-Gwithian PC did not engage with us on its revised submission; we are very 
disappointed about this. 

 
(f) Representative of Ludgvan Parish Council [focusing in this section on proposals also 
potentially affecting St Erth] (Councillor Roy Mann) 
[Ludgvan PC’s submission: proposed change to Ludgvan/St Erth boundary “relocating 
current boundary from A30 to railway line, up to Station Approach in order to unite the 
communities of Canon’s Town and Rose-an-Grouse within one Parish.” 

• Ludgvan PC proposed a new boundary line for St Erth/Ludgvan following the 
railway line to the east of Canon’s Town and Rose-an-Grouse, up to Station 
Approach by St Erth Station in order to reunite Canon’s Town and Rose-an-Grouse 
within one Parish and removing anomalies on individual adjacent dwellings 
belonging to separate Parishes. 

• We were going to carry out a joint consultation but received mixed messages e.g. 
not to consult residents until later on in the CGR process. 

• We met St Erth PC on a few occasions. 
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• St Erth PC’s proposals are over-complicated; their boundary lines are not clearly 
defined.  Our proposals involve the simple addition of 22 houses uniting both sides 
of the A30, with the train line as the boundary route. 

• The proposed employment area is not definite; there is no preferred route for the 
A30 bypass; a new route direct from Camborne to Newtown roundabout is 
probable in the near future. 
 

(3ii) Questions on these Submissions from Members of the Panel 
 
Q1/A1: In response to a question from Dick Cole CC, the representatives for 
Towednack PC, Gwinear-Gwithian PC, Ludgvan PC and St Erth PC clarified detailed 
issues relating to the line of their proposed boundaries with the aid of the presentation 
maps.  Towednack advised they had chosen a well-known ancient boundary for 
Nancledra, and had included New Row as they desperately wanted to be within 
Nancledra.  Ludgvan’s representative hadn’t envisaged the proposed Nancledra 
boundary so far out – additional houses had been included - and there had originally 
also been a proposal to take a farm near Cripplesease.  Gwinear-Gwithian PC gave 
more details on the history of the Parish, in the context of its relationship with Hayle 
(early this century, there was a church warden at Phillack; mid-1930s: Phillack Urban 
District Council and Hayle Urban District Council abolished [absorbed into West 
Penwith Rural District Council]; new Hayle Parish Council formed, covering Hayle and 
Phillack; Phillack ecclesiastical parish included Manor of Pulsac (this Manor went back 
to Domesday Book), which was added to Hayle together with Angarrack; Hayle town 
came into existence around 1735 with establishment of copper industry).  Cllr Cole 
commented that the St Erth Option 1 boundary appears to go through fields; St Erth’s 
representative advised the top line of the boundary is the rise of the hill; Cllr Cole 
commented that some of the farm there appeared to be outside, and some inside this 
line.              
 
(3iii) Statements about these Submissions by Other Parish and Town Councillors and 
Members of the Public Present 
 
(a) Gwinear-Gwithian Parish Council (Councillor Mark Pryor) 

• No specific comments; information/comments at the meeting have been great  
 
(b) A Towednack Church Warden 

• Supports views expressed by Chair of Towednack PC.  Towednack Parish is a strong, 
vibrant community, ecclesiastically and socially 

• Towednack PC has functioned well, democratically, for a long time 

• Ludgvan PC proposals would not add value to Towednack 

• There is a significant difference between warding and clustering 

• Towednack Parish has existed in its present form for a long time; hope it will do for 
years to come 
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(c) A Towednack Church Warden 

• Towednack Church has been there since 13th Century; has a strong, welcoming 
congregation; has links with Dasserghyans (revival of Cornish language under 
Robert Morton Nance etc.) 

• There are strong links between Towednack church, community and council.   

• Church makes use of parish facilities (e.g. school hall, Gilbert Hall, Cledry Meadow) 
and relies on PC’s support (e.g. maintaining church environment, managing 
cemetery) 

• We’re concerned it would be difficult for our church if we became part of Ludgvan 
Parish: centre is geographically distant from us and they have own church 

• Please consider consequences of proposal carefully and do not take it any further. 
 
(d) A resident from Ludgvan part of Nancledra 

• My home is situated in Ludgvan Parish, but I’ve always been associated with and 
been part of Towednack Parish (e.g. currently Chairman of Trustees of Gilbert Hall 
in Nancledra; editor of parish newsletter) 

• Proposal to include all Nancledra in Towednack has been talked about for many 
years.  I support this change and was pleased when Ludgvan accepted Towednack’s 
proposal. 

• I was horrified to hear of Ludgvan’s proposal to take in Towednack, and agree with 
Towednack PC’s submission on this. 

• My spiritual life is at Towednack church, much of social life at Gilbert Hall, hope to 
be buried at Towednack cemetery; but, most of all, hope that Towednack PC, 
representing residents at grass roots of local government, will always be in place 
in Towednack. 

 
(e) A resident from Ludgvan part of Nancledra 

• Live in area anomalously designated as Ludgvan; identify as living in Towednack 

• Attend Towednack PC meetings; its councillors make every effort to engage with 
local people and positively shape community 

• Nancledra/Towednack have unusual profiles.  Towednack councillors have detailed 
knowledge of the area, residents and its/their needs; passion and commitment; 
they exercise fairness/impartiality in dealing with issues in a way that reflects the 
identity and interests of residents/community.  

• I’ve liaised with the PC as a church representative/Nancledra resident.  Church/PC 
have built a productive, constructive relationship.  PC work similarly with Nancledra 
School. 

• Accordingly, support Nancledra change and oppose Ludgvan taking in Towednack. 
 
(f) Towednack Parish Council (Councillor Annie Philip) 
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• On Ludgvan representative’s comments on the map that he had not been aware 
we had increased number of houses involved, no changes were made to the map 
between this being agreed by both Parishes and our submission being made. 

• On Nancledra proposal: rationale/benefits explained by our Chair; proposal 
accepted by Ludgvan PC in their submission – they acknowledge the consultation 
findings that majority of Nancledra residents identify more closely with Towednack 
than Ludgvan. 

• On Ludgvan’s proposal to take in Towednack: the proposal in their submission is 
warding, not clustering as stated by their representative. Warding would result in 
Towednack being abolished as a parish, the only such case tonight. 

• Towednack Parish has strong sense of identity, history and community separate 
from Ludgvan, views echoed in the consultation referred to earlier. 

• Although a relatively small Parish, Cornwall has 41 similar-sized/smaller parishes. 

• Review guidance states: “size should not be a determining factor in Parish 
existence” 

• Ludgvan’s justification for warding is scanty and inaccurate. 

• There are significant differences that influence identity/culture of the two Parishes: 
Towednack is 95% AONB, Ludgvan’s 10%; communities are distinct and different, 
Towednack’s history/identity is steeped in mining/agriculture; Ludgvan’s 
population is 9 times higher. 

• Warding would produce a dramatic democratic deficit for residents of the 
subsumed Towednack Parish, with just 1 out of 9 councillors on the larger, 
dominant Ludgvan PC.  Currently, no Parish ward in Cornwall has worse 
representation.  The historic remnant of Towednack would be unrepresented at 
the most local governmental level.  This would critically affect the community’s 
wellbeing and be extremely detrimental to its residents. 

• Towednack PC precept is at 50th centile for Cornwall.  It is cost effective; hasn’t 
increased its precept for 4 years. 

• It takes seriously its responsibilities for the Parish/parishioners’ wellbeing; it 
discharges its duties/responsibilities to the full and functions well with high levels 
of probity and decision making. 

• It has shared administrative resources/costs with Zennor Parish for a number of 
years. 

• It has a full complement of councillors, with no resignations since the 2017 
election, representing a broad spectrum of the population.  Ludgvan PC has had 7 
councillors resign since this election and has two unfilled vacancies. 

• Ludgvan’s claim that it discussed the principle of warding with us is untrue.  At one 
meeting, its Chair briefly asked our opinion on “clustering or grouping”; warding 
was never mentioned. 

• Proposal is unwelcome/unwanted by Towednack parishioners; this has been 
highlighted by numerous emails/phone calls to us in the last 48 hours.  

 
(g) A resident of Ludgvan Parish 
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• I’m a resident of Ludgvan.  I’ve never said that before, as identify with Towednack. 

• In 2000, Ludgvan PC issued a memento for the Parish’s children.  On receiving hers, 
my daughter asked what it was and I explained, but she said that we lived in 
Towednack (and e.g. went to school there and church there). 

• This issue is about where you belong, where you feel you belong.  This was 
highlighted in the recent Exeter University study [on localism]. 

• We live in the “High Countries”.  Towednack and Zennor is the “High Countries”, 
Ludgvan is the “Low Countries.”  Towednack and Zennor share certain 
characteristics which are not shared with Ludgvan: their specific rural/agricultural 
identity; a common geology and geography (which is different to Ludgvan’s); they 
have their hills, springs and pools – its improved grassland, not enclosed farming 
like in the Ludgvan “Low Countries;” they have the mines of the high moors.  When 
people return to the area and see Towednack Church coming into view, this means 
home.  While not proposing this, if Towednack is paired with anyone, it should be 
Zennor as they have something in common. 

• Practicality: Towednack is small, but active; we will get drowned out by a larger 
community.  Ludgvan PC’s submission states is it open to taking in Gulval, subject 
to that being the wish of the local community, but there is no such promise to 
Towednack. 

• Towednack Parish doesn’t want to be warded.  We have an established, functional, 
approachable, dependable parish council structure.  “If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.”  

 
(h) A resident of Towednack Parish 

• Live in Towednack with my parents 

• I witness the great work of Towednack PC on a daily basis 

• There is a great community spirit in the Parish, the councillors knock on doors and 
help one another 

• If we became a ward of Ludgvan PC, this would be a blow and a punch for the 
community, and would dilute the history of the Parish 

• The Parish’s strong identity includes the school, church, art, and the PC at its heart.  
Geography is also a key factor e.g. the climb in/out of Nancledra serves to separate 
it. 

• I’ve always been puzzled by the housing decision that saw Nancledra split 

• Larger councils are not so interested in people’s lives; a smaller council is more 
efficient  

• Towednack may only have 7 councillors, but reducing to 2 would break the link 
between the Parish Council and community 

• Towednack is building 7 affordable homes; the town houses in the Ludgvan part 
are out of place 

• We like Ludgvan; there is a friendly rivalry, but not this proposal 

• The Dark Skies proposal is good and will benefit the area 

• Towednack councillors have an acute focus on local needs, which needs to remain.  
This proposal would destroy this.       
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(i) Hayle Town Council (Councillor Anne Marie-Rance) 

• We wanted to go out to consultation.  We were advised not to start this at this 
stage, so we didn’t.  Unfortunately, Gwinear-Gwithian PC then started on their 
consultation and this included advice to residents on how much Council Tax they 
would save.  We can’t compete with that or consult fairly now; our proposed 
consultation is ruined. 

 
(j) St Erth Parish Council (Councillor Kevin Buzza, Chairman)   

• We wanted to work with neighbouring parish councils but that has been difficult.  
We hope we can still work together on them as I still feel we are best placed to 
come up with proposals that best serve our communities. 

• Referring to cooperation between Towednack and Zennor: where parishes share 
services, this can help give communities what they want and serve them well 

 
(3iv) Statements about these Submissions by Local Cornwall Councillors 

 
(a) Lionel Pascoe CC (Gwinear-Gwithian and St Erth) 

• Gwinear-Gwithian: I’ve attended all PC meetings, and so have been regularly 
updated on progress of Working Group.  I’m happy they chose not to adopt an 
expansion agenda, and instead to tweak boundaries.  I can see no major difficulties 
with their proposal but if issues/problems are identified by the Review Panel, I offer 
my assistance to resolve them 

• St Erth: I’ve listened to the submission which affects Ludgvan.  It’s clear from the 
current arrangements that the community deserves a clearer identity.  Therefore, 
the proposal to move Rose an Grouse and Canon’s Town into St Erth makes sense; 
they should be brought together whether they are north or south of the A30.  This 
may conflict with the Cornwall Council Electoral Review outcome; I ask the 
Electoral Review Panel to consider this proposal. 

 
(b) John Pollard CC (Hayle North) 

• I’ve not yet made a submission 

• Wish to comment on the Gwinear-Gwithian representative’s inaccurate 
understanding of the history of Hayle.  The claim that those who created the 1935 
boundaries made “a mistake” is untrue; the boundaries were/are a reflection of 
the combination of 8 manors to create the modern Hayle.  Pulsac and 
Ventonleague are not Camborne-facing, but inextricably linked to and are part of 
Hayle.  Angarrack has been linked to Hayle since early 18th century when trade with 
its smelting works went through the port of Hayle; Pulsac has been linked to Hayle 
since the middle ages but particularly in 19th century when the owner of Pulsac 
controlled land down to/including Loggans Mill. 
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• If Gwinear-Gwithian want the community around Pulsac Manor on historic grounds 
then why don’t they seek Angarrack?  There’s little difference in distance from the 
edge of Connor Downs to Pulsac Manor.  

• Very few of the houses they are trying to take were built in the second half of the 
20th century although some are conversions of old farm buildings.   

• The traditional boundaries are important and continue to be relevant and must be 
maintained. 

 
(c) Simon Elliott (Ludgvan) 

• Ludgvan: From 2021 election, Ludgvan will be shared between three Cornwall 
Councillors.  However it is split will not impact on the electorate form a Cornwall 
Council point of view. 

• Nancledra: When I’m riding through on my bike, you are never sure whether you’re 
in Towednack Parish or Ludgvan Parish.  The Review must make sure the complete 
Nancledra boundary is clear; there is community support for the proposal to unify 
Nancledra and it makes sense. 

• St Erth: There is no preferred route for the bypass; clarity is required for the Rose 
an Grouse and Canon’s Town boundaries; Heather Lane should be in either 
Ludgvan or St Erth and not be split.  I am not sure Canons Town feels more Ludgvan 
than St Erth.  These are difficult issues.  The current boundaries in both areas are 
illogical.    

 
4: The Chair made closing remarks, during which he thanked everyone for attending, 
and the excellent contributions made by the speakers.  He then closed the meeting.  
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Appendix 
1 

Community Governance Review Public Engagement Meeting: Penzance (16.9.19)  
 
List of arguments put forward on the contentious proposals that were the main 
focus of the meeting (note: see the full report for the other aspects of the proposals 
referred to at the meeting)  
 
SECTION A: Contentious boundary changes discussed during Agenda Item 2 
(Parishes of Ludgvan, Madron, Marazion, Penzance and St Hilary) 

 
(i) Heamoor Village Council Steering Group’s proposal to separate Heamoor Parish 
Ward from Penzance Parish and create a new Heamoor Village Council [this 
paragraph also covers submission for Manor Way neighbourhood to be transferred 
from Penzance Parish to proposed new Heamoor Village Council area] 
 
Arguments for: 

• Will address democratic deficit (Heamoor has only 3 of PTC’s 20 councillors and 
currently feels under-represented) 

• Heamoor community is clearly defined, with strong identity/cohesiveness (90% of 
survey respondents agreed it’s a separate community with its own identity) 

• Heamoor is rural 

• Village Council [VC] will be local, accountable and able to improve all 
community’s lives; it will greatly enhance effectiveness of parish governance   

• Will support inclusivity (building on Steering Group’s strong inclusivity) 

• Opportunity to implement Steering Group’s ideas (as recorded in “Ideas Bank”) 

• Will help address poverty, deprivation and social isolation (building on Steering 
Group’s work to date) – VC will be close to/best placed to help those in need 

• VC will be able to implement plans to communicate inclusively with residents 

• Heamoor residents are actively interested in local issues, but ability to address 
them is stymied by current lack of their own PC; VC will allow local people to take 
decisions  

• Proposal strongly backed by community (e.g. 400+ signature petition); no 
evidence has been presented to support TC’s assertion to the contrary; not all 
residents responded, but majority of respondents were in support so, in a 
democracy, this must be respected  

• Development could increase Heamoor population by 50%; this underlines need 
for a VC, which will be a statutory consultee on planning 

• Steering group is confident elections will be contested 

• An opportunity to show what local democracy can do  

• VC will have ability to support things in Penzance Parish where it considers this is 
in Heamoor community’s interests 
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• VC will run Heamoor more efficiently 

• Roscadghill residents are supportive of the proposal   

• Vast majority of Manor Way Neighbourhood residents want to be included in 
proposed new Heamoor Parish (in survey, only 2 wished to stay in Penzance) 

• Heamoor community is articulate and more than capable of setting up a VC  
 

Arguments against:  
(1) Arguments also applied by Penzance Town Council to Gulval and Newlyn, 
Mousehole, Paul proposals (see ii and iii below): 

• Towns have grown in recent centuries and incorporate adjacent communities 

• 1934 local government reorganisation recognised Newlyn and Heamoor were 
inextricably tied to Penzance (Mousehole and Gulval were also included) 

• The current arrangements work well, and did so historically.  The proposals are a 
backward step and rejection of the historical political model. 

• The three communities are physically, socially, economically tied to Penzance 

• The strength of Penzance’s many local communities is more than the sum of its 
parts.  All should continue to contribute to its civic life/public services. 

• The TC does a lot of good e.g. match-funding things that bring benefits to wider 
area (e.g. Tour of Britain) 

• If agreed, the proposals will make the CC-Penzance devolution programme 
unworkable; Penlee House and Jubilee Pool will become unviable and this will be 
detrimental to residents  

• By staying/working together, Penzance can deliver more than if these 
communities go on their own.  A small, rural PC can’t deliver all that much due to 
constraints on its budget/powers.  Breaking the area into smaller units will make 
things worse, and will fragment and divide 

• The pressure of housing development is a justifiable concern but setting up a 
separate PC will not make this stop  

• Penzance TC state that “Heamoor has never been self-governing”; this is no 
argument against – the proposal about change to meet the current needs of the 
community   

  
(2) Specific arguments against Heamoor proposal: 

• There is no majority local support for the proposal 

• Community has not been given objective information on set up costs of the new 
VC 

• Will adversely affect delivery of effective/efficient local governance (value for 
money/service provision) 

• Heamoor has never been self-governing 

• Heamoor has been contiguous/tightly linked socially and economically with 
Penzance since the town’s 20th century urban expansion 

• History of uncontested elections in Heamoor: concerns about self-selection 
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• Could have destabilising impact on community cohesion: will split Heamoor by 
leaving out some deprived areas but including more affluent areas within 
Penzance East Ward 

• Drive for proposal comes from a single community pressure group which believes 
a VC could exert greater influence over planning decisions; however, local 
councils are only a statutory planning consultee, not the Planning Authority 

• VC would be unviable 

• Manor Way Neighbourhood is not part of Heamoor; the developer used 
“Heamoor” as a marketing exercise. 

 
(ii) Gulval Village Community Association’s proposal to separate Gulval village from 
Penzance Parish and transfer it to Madron Parish, as supported in principle by 
Madron Parish Council [this proposal also covers Gulval Village Community 
Association’s alternative proposal to transfer Gulval to Ludgvan Parish] 
 
Arguments for: 

• See also (i)(1) above 

• Gulval’s strong separate identity as rural village is, as evidence shows, very 
important to local people 

• Eastern Green/Gulval are very different  

• Polling district arrangements/CC Electoral Review recognise this difference 

• To improve representation: Gulval has little voice at local council level; TC focuses 
on town; proposal will see councillor:elector ratio improve from 1:1170 to 1:135 

• Logical geographical fit: village surroundings largely in Madron Parish; proposal 
will reunite village with Madron Parish’s Gulval Ward 

• Gulval has more in common with Madron (rural) than Penzance (urban) – they 
are similar village communities with primarily agricultural rural surroundings and 
similar interests, environments and histories;  combined parish governance will 
better reflect these community interests 

• Gulval wants to maintain its rural identity/strengthen links with its historic parish 
area 

• Devolution to Penzance is not a relevant consideration for parish governance in 
Gulval (Gulval residents use TC facilities to same extent as other West Penwith 
areas) 

• Proposal meets CGR criteria 

• Madron PC’s support for proposal (subject to evidence that this is majority wish 
of Gulval residents)  

• Change will not affect overall village/rural nature of Madron and Gulval 

• Gulval community very articulate and more than able to see this change through 
 
Arguments against: 

• Could have negative impact on community cohesion 
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• Will lead to ineffective/inefficient local governance (value for money/service 
provision) 

• Gulval residents frequently use TC services within town less than 1 mile away 

• TC’s history of supporting sustainability of Gulval village  
 
(iii) Resident proposal to separate Newlyn and Mousehole from Penzance Parish 
and merge them with Paul Parish to create a single Newlyn, Mousehole & Paul 
Parish  
 
Arguments for: 

• See also (i)(1) above 

• Significant support and enthusiasm from all three communities, as evidenced by 
consultation with stakeholders  

• Will give community status and pride in its own rural identity, which is separate 
and different from urban Penzance 

• Rural identity based on local occupations which drive vibrant local economy (e.g. 
fishing, farming, tourism, arts & crafts and supporting services) 

• Will address current weak community engagement/representation, and reverse 
current reluctance to engage in democratic activity (e.g. standing for election, 
voting, forming community interest groups, lobbying to meet community needs) 
– by providing community with process,  opportunity, incentive and budget to 
address its own issues, consider what’s in their best interests and make its wishes 
known  

• Will help address local community priorities (e.g. parking, congestion, 
development, environment, flooding/drainage, public transport, leisure and 
amenities for young people, families and older people) 

• Complements CC Electoral Review outcomes and will enhance prospects of 
CC/parish working together better to serve community 

• Meets CGR criteria for a new parish (e.g. viable geography, defined boundary, 
sufficient electors; distinct identity; access to resources to support council/its 
service provision) 

• PC would have opportunity to reduce precept/deliver improved services 

• Once in a lifetime opportunity 

• PC will have a focus on local spending, plus an ability to support things in 
Penzance if it considers these are in the parish’s interests 

• The villages have suitable meeting rooms 

• Newlyn & Mousehole have shown their capability in terms of devolution (e.g. 
taking on toilets) 

  
Arguments against: 

• Would lead to ineffective/inefficient local governance (value for money/service 
provision) 
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• Newlyn/Mousehole residents frequently use TC services (town less than 3 miles 
away) 

• The 3 communities are seen as part of Penzance, as one of the 7 distinct 
communities making up the Parish (as recognised in draft Penzance NDP) 

• TC has supported Mousehole and Newlyn with funding/service provision 

• Could lead to undemocratic mentality – Newlyn Ward and Mousehole 
uncontested for last 4 and 2 elections respectively  

 
(iv) Penzance Town Council’s proposal to change its boundaries with Ludgvan 
Parish to take in Longrock 
 
Arguments for: 

• Longrock is within Penzance site allocation area; includes proposed housing and 
employment sites; affordable housing should have been a Ludgvan allocation 

• Industrial estate is Penzance’s industrial area, a key economic asset for the town 

• TC is not automatically consulted on planning decisions affecting industrial estate 

• Proposed extended boundary will take in new heliport, a key economic asset 

• TC can extend service delivery to Longrock enabling effective local governance 
(value for money/service provision) 

• TC would rename ward “Gulval & Longrock” and increase councillors from 1 to 2 

• Proposal is coterminous with CC Electoral Review 

• TC has no housing responsibilities: if concerns expressed at meeting that 
Longrock will be a “dumping ground” relate to housing, they are a red herring. 

 
Arguments against: 

• Ludgvan PC opposes proposals 

• Longrock community opposes proposals (e.g. in sample survey conducted over a 
single hour, 30 residents opposed and none supported it) 

• Longrock residents identify/look towards Ludgvan not Penzance (NDP evidence); 
and associate more with Crowlas/Marazion than Penzance 

• Rise in precept for Longrock residents (5.5 times higher than current precept), 
who will get no benefits in return 

• Longrock’s long history/identity as an employment area built around agriculture 
and the railway 

• Industrial estate was built for benefit of whole Penwith district 

• TC has been consulted on all large developments in area affected by its proposed 
boundary change    

• Ludgvan will be left with no coastline; it has done work on coastal defences  

• Penzance is not dependent on Longrock and the industrial estate 

• TC has held no formal discussions with Ludgvan PC and has not consulted 
residents 
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• Longrock is a village, not just an industrial estate.  Its 700 residents are fond of it 
and are happy being in Ludgvan Parish. 

• The homes allocated for Longrock as part of Penzance’s allocation will have no 
benefits for Ludgvan; there is no planned associated infrastructure either 

• Industrial estate will benefit Penzance; Longrock will just be a housing estate, a 
dumping ground 

• Longrock will get no input into decisions that affect it 

• Ludgvan PC supports affordable housing and supported modular housing at 
Longrock 

 
(v) Marazion Town Council’s proposal to change its boundaries with Ludgvan Parish 
 
Arguments for: 

• Connections between communities; landscape and infrastructure; benefits to 
residents; benefits to natural environment 

• Area covered (old railway station and marsh/SSSI site) is part of gateway to 
Marazion Parish and St Michael’s Mount – Marazion PC has no influence over it 

• Area is some way from Ludgvan village; it is not part of and has no impact on it, 
so proposal makes complete sense 

• Station and marsh bears Marazion name 

• Majority land owner is in support; they/PC want to work together on 
improvements  

• Change is logical and sensible and will meet future needs provision for the 
community 

 
Arguments against: 

• Ludgvan PC opposes proposal 

• Ludgvan will lose remainder of its coastline; it has worked hard on toilet provision 
here 

• Cheshire home/houses all exit/lead to Longrock and A30 away from Marazion 
 
(vi) Marazion Town Council’s proposal to change its boundaries with St Hilary 
Parish 
 
Arguments for: 

• Connections between communities, landscape and infrastructure, benefits to 
residents, benefits to natural environment 

• Proposal better reflects interests/identities of areas involved. 

• Area to east (incl. Plain-an-Gwarry hamlet) and area to north (Gwallon hamlet) 
both c. 0.5miles from Marazion, nearest town/village, linked to Marazion via road 

• The two areas are strongly connected to Marazion; residents identify with town 
and use its facilities regularly; they impact more on Marazion than St Hilary 
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• Marazion should have ability to comment on planning applications; this currently 
rests with St Hilary 

• The two communities would be better served by Marazion TC 

• Changes are logical/sensible and will meet future needs provision of the 
communities 

• Councillors have communicated about the proposals; West Penwith CNA 
organised an open table session for local parishes, but St Hilary did not attend 
and has not responded to requests to discuss boundaries  

 
Arguments against: 

• St Hilary PC’s No Change submission 

• St Hilary does not want to be part of Marazion; residents of the affected 
settlements have informally said they want to stay in St Hilary Parish 

• St Hilary PC is preparing its NDP 

• St Hilary PC has spent a lot of money on Gwallon 

• St Hilary is very rural, not urban; it has no villages, just small settlements 

• Marazion PC have not consulted St Hilary PC or residents; this is undemocratic 
 

SECTION B: Contentious boundary changes discussed during Agenda Item 3 

(Parishes of Gwinear-Gwithian, Ludgvan, St Erth, Towednack and Hayle) 

(i) Ludgvan Parish Council’s proposal that Towednack Parish becomes a ward of 
Ludgvan Parish 
  
Arguments for: 

• Towednack and Ludgvan are a natural match, as rural parishes with common 
issues (poor infrastructure/public transport; AONB; affordable housing; other 
rural issues)  

• Towednack’s small electorate will benefit from being part of larger Parish with 
more resources 

• Precept and administration costs will be lower 

• Towednack has no shop/Post Office; residents go to Penzance/Ludgvan 

• Towednack has not had a contested election in over 20 years 

• Towednack Parish will not disappear, but will keep its own identity and annual 
Parish meeting [Note to Electoral Review Panel: This argument is factually 
incorrect when applied to warding – i.e. if it becomes a ward of Ludgvan Parish as 
proposed in Ludgvan’s submission, Towednack Parish will cease to exist.  The 
argument would be factually correct if applied to grouping i.e. Ludgvan and 
Towednack Parishes are grouped under a common Parish Council]  

• A Parish cluster makes sense; there would be no need for an involved boundary 
change 
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Arguments against: 

• Towednack PC opposes proposal 

• Towednack community opposes proposal (e.g. comments to PC prior to public 
meeting) 

• Towednack Parish has strong sense of identity (e.g. from its church, school, 
nursery and pre-school, village hall, pub) 

• It has a long and rich history (e.g. mining heritage/agriculture, 13th Century 
church, links to Dasserghyans) – warding will dilute that history 

• It is a strong, vibrant community with a great community spirit 

• This strong sense of identity, history and community is separate from Ludgvan.  
The two communities are distinct and different (e.g. Towednack 95% AONB; 
Ludgvan 10%; Ludgvan’s population 9 times higher; Towednack, with Zennor [to 
which it relates much more closely than Ludgvan], are the “High Countries” and 
Ludgvan is the “Low Countries”; rural/agricultural identity is different; geology 
and geography is different) 

• Towednack PC provides effective and convenient governance (e.g. provides wide 
variety of services/amenities; supports local projects; has effective working 
relationships inside/outside the Parish; is cost effective, not having raised precept 
in 4 years; takes its responsibilities seriously and discharges them fully; functions 
with high levels of probity) 

• Relationship between church, PC and community particularly important (e.g. 
church uses PC facilities and relies on PC’s support), as is that with school 

• PC has: no vacancies; good representation across Parish; good mix of 
skills/interests 

• Community strongly supports PC, feels it supports them efficiently and 
effectively, and is functional, approachable and dependable.  They  want it and 
Parish to remain in place in their current forms 

• Towednack PC councillors demonstrate detailed local knowledge, passion and 
commitment, fairness and impartiality, in a way that reflects the community’s 
identity, interests and needs; one reason this is important is the Parish’s profile, 
which is unusual and different to that of Ludgvan/other areas.  If approved, the 
proposal will destroy this acute focus on local needs.  

• PC’s consultation on Nancledra proposal shows strong recognition and support of 
Towednack Parish and its current governance structure and that even those 
outside the Parish boundary wish to be part of Towednack rather than Ludgvan. 

• Will add no value to Towednack 

• There’s a significant difference between warding, as referred to in Ludgvan’s 
submission and clustering, as referred to in Ludgvan’s presentation: warding will 
result in Towednack Parish being abolished.   

• Ludgvan’s justification for warding is scanty and inaccurate 

• Towednack is relatively small but Cornwall has 41 similar-sized/smaller parishes; 
the Review guidance states “size should not be a determining factor in Parish 
existence.” 
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• PC has no vacancies, and has had no resignations since 2017 election.  7 Ludgvan 
PC councillors have resigned since then and it has two vacancies.   

• Warding will create a democratic deficit: Towednack ward will only have 1 out of 
Ludgvan’s 9 councillors.  No Cornwall parish ward currently has worse 
representation. This will critically affect and be detrimental to Towednack’s 
wellbeing; as a small community, it will get drowned out by Ludgvan and the link 
between the local council and the community will be broken.  Larger councils are 
not so interested in people’s lives; a smaller council is more efficient.   

• Ludgvan PC has not discussed principle of warding with Towednack PC (they only 
mentioned “clustering or grouping” at one meeting). 

• Ludgvan has agreed to take in Gulval, provided this is that community’s wish, but 
have offered no such proviso to Towednack  

• Towednack is building affordable homes; the town houses in the Ludgvan part of 
Nancledra are out of place. 

• Warding will be a blow and a punch for the Towednack community. 

• “If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it” 
  

(ii) The proposals by Gwinear-Gwithian Parish Council to change its boundaries 
with Hayle Parish (except the following changes, which the two parishes agree on: 
(a) transfer of two properties at Mutton Hill, Connor Downs from Hayle to Gwinear-
Gwithian and (b) transfer of two properties at Trungle Mill, Angarrack from Gwinear-
Gwithian to Hayle) 
 
Arguments for:  

• Gwinear-Gwithian PC proposals in line with CGR criteria, in terms of being based 
on identity and ensuring effective/convenient local government 

• Proposals tidy and make boundaries more logical 

• PC received no major complaints about proposals following its consultation 

• Proposals take account of CC Electoral Review outcomes, and have no major 
effect on new CC Divisions 

• PC notified neighbouring parishes (i.e. including Hayle TC) and kept them 
informed 

• Proposals justified by history of Gwinear-Gwithian in the context of its 
relationship with Hayle, particularly historic links between Phillack and Pulsac.  

 
Arguments against: 

• Hayle TC/Gwinear-Gwithian PC agreement on boundary changes extended only 
to the small swap of properties referred to above (Mutton Hill/Trungle Mill) 

• Gwinear-Gwithian subsequently amended their proposal to take in 17 (rather 
than 2) properties, without engaging Hayle TC  

• Hayle TC strongly objects to this amended proposal which involves taking in a 
number of properties within Pulsac Manor, one of Hayle’s historic manors 
(represented on the Town Plate) 
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• Gwinear-Gwithian started its consultation with residents, despite advice not to do 
so at this stage which Hayle TC followed.  In its consultation, Gwinear-Gwithian 
advised residents how much Council Tax they would save.  Hayle TC cannot 
compete with that or consult fairly now, its proposed consultation is ruined.  

• Gwinear-Gwithians’ understanding of its history in relation to Hayle is inaccurate: 
there is no historic justification to support its proposals.  Pulsac is inextricably 
linked to and part of Hayle, historically and to this day.  Historic boundaries are 
important, continue to be relevant and must be preserved. 

 
(iii) The differing proposals by St Erth Parish Council and Ludgvan Parish Council to 
change their shared boundary.   
 
Arguments for St Erth proposal over Ludgvan proposal: 

• Realigns boundaries between St Erth and Ludgvan Parishes along western 
approach to St Erth roundabout; combines Rose-an-Grouse community within St 
Erth Parish; combines Canons Town community within Ludgvan Parish.  Proposals 
involve transfer of 21 households to St Erth and 2 to Ludgvan.  Proposals make 
sense. 

• Strengthens community cohesion: will unite Rose-an-Grouse community, 
currently split by parish boundary.  This community is affected by same St Erth 
issues (e.g. roundabout, multi-modal hub, industrial estate, waste 
station/recycling centre, waste treatment works).  St Erth will be able to 
represent the whole community on these issues, rather than just the part in its 
Parish, and provide the stronger representation that current/future issues require 
(e.g. development of industrial land/multi-modal hub, A30 dualling, proposed 
A30 bypass between St Erth and Newtown roundabouts, roundabout 
improvements).  A30 is not a justification to split the community. 

• Will enable the appropriate inclusion of land recently allocated for industrial use 
(adjacent to St Erth roundabout) within St Erth Parish.  Will enable a holistic 
approach to this site and St Erth industrial estate in line with St Erth NDP.  

• River in valley provides natural boundary 

• A doubt that Canons Town really feels more Ludgvan than St Erth?  
 
Arguments for Ludgvan proposal over St Erth proposal:  

• Re-unites Canons Town and Rose-an-Grouse within one Parish and removes 
anomalies on individual adjacent dwellings belonging to separate Parishes 

• Involves simple addition of 22 houses uniting both sides of A30, with train line as 
boundary route  

• St Erth’s proposals are over-complicated, lacking clearly defined boundary lines  
• Proposed employment area referred to by St Erth is not definite; there is no 

preferred route for A30 bypass 

 
Neutral points:  
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• Clarity is required for the Rose an Grouse and Canon’s Town boundaries which 
are currently illogical; in particular Heather Lane should be in either Ludgvan or St 
Erth and not be split 

 
SF 
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Additional Information Received From Parish Councils 

Gwinear-Gwithian: 

 

 

RESULTS FROM GGPC CGR COMMUNITY CONSULTATION 
 

GGPC undertook a community consultation between 29/8/19 & 29/9/19 which included a letter (see appendix A) drop to each of the properties 
affected (see appendix B) within the proposals below.  The letter included details of the consultation, a map of the proposal and where to find 
further information both through GGPC and CC (https://ggpc.org.uk/governance-boundary-review-cornwall/) along with a copy of the survey 
(see appendix C). The consultation was also advertised on the GGPC website and 5 village notice boards and was open to anyone.  GGPC 
undertook two community consultation open days during the consultation period. 

Community response from GGPC consultation 
 

REF NO MAP NUMBER DIRECTLY AFFECTED PARISHIONER COMMENTS 

CD5 MAP 1 – LOGGANS MOOR, HAYLE YES AGREE 

CD5 MAP 1 – LOGGANS MOOR, HAYLE YES AGREE 

G7 MAP 1 – LOGGANS MOOR, HAYLE NO AGREE 

CD2 MAP 2 – ANGARRACK YES AGREE 

CD3 MAP 2 – ANGARRACK YES AGREE 

CD4 MAP 2 – ANGARRACK NO AGREE 

CG6 MAP 2 – ANGARRACK NO AGREE 

G7 MAP 2 – ANGARRACK NO AGREE 

G7 MAP 4 – FRADDAM NO AGREE 

SM9 MAP 4 – FRADDAM YES DISAGREE 

EM1 MAP 5 – LEEDSTOWN YES DISAGREE 

G7 MAP 5 – LEEDSTOWN NO AGREE 

G7 MAP 6 – HALLANCOOSE NO AGREE 

SM8 MAP 6 – HALLANCOOSE YES DISAGREE 

CD10 MAP 7 – ROSEWORTHY YES AGREE 

G7 MAP 7 – ROSEWORTHY NO AGREE 

G7 MAP 8 – GODREVY NO AGREE 

Further information 
 

2 residents (CD5) are directly affected by the GGPC proposals for Map 1 and agree that they should be part of Gwinear-Gwithian Parish rather 

than Hayle. They both attended the first community consultation event held at Connor Downs by GGPC and had no idea their property came 

under Hayle, they stated they had always thought they were part of Gwinear-Gwithian Parish. 
 

2 residents (CD2 & CD3) directly affected by Map 2 agree that they should be part of Hayle rather than Gwinear-Gwithian Parish. 

1 resident (SM9) directly affected by Map 4 disagrees with the proposal and wishes to stay aligned with St Erth. 

1 resident (EM1) directly affected by Map 5 attended the second and final community consultation event held at Reawla by GGPC and was 

strongly against the proposal stating she had strong links with Gwinear-Gwithian Parish and did not wish to be moved to Crowan, she stated 

she had land adjacent to her property which would still be in GGP under the proposals, splitting her property in two. 
 

1 resident (SM8) is the only resident directly affected by Map 6 and he disagrees with the proposal, he attended the second and final 

community consultation event held at Reawla by GGPC and was strongly against the proposal stating he had strong links with Crowan and did 

not wish to be moved to Gwinear-Gwithian Parish. 
 

1 resident (CD10) directly affected by Map 7 agrees with the proposal. Another resident directly affected by Map 7 visited the Parish office after 

the consultation had ended as they had been away and felt that he would rather stay part of Camborne Parish, he was given another 

questionnaire and urged to still complete it but to date we have not received a written response from the resident. 
 

Summary of data from all GGPC consultations 
 

Map P&TC response Community response 

Map 1 – Loggans Moor - Hayle part disagree (Pulsack) part agree (Mutton Hill) Agree 

Map 2 – Angarrack - Hayle Agree Agree 

Map 3 – Nanpusker (Pump House) - Hayle Agree Agree 

Map 4 – Fraddam – St Erth & Crowan Disagree Disagree 

Map 5 – Leedstown - Crowan Disagree Agree/Disagree 

Map 6 – Hallancoose - Crowan Disagree Agree/Disagree 

Map 7 – Roseworthy-Merry Meeting - Camborne no comment Agree/Disagree 

Map 8 – Godrevy - Camborne no comment Agree 
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Hayle Town Council: 

Dear Sirs 
 
Further to the comments Hayle Town Council has already submitted, members resolved 
that I write to you again explaining that it believes Gwinear Gwithian Parish Council has 
acted unfairly, using council tax figures as a criterion in its consultation documents regarding 
its proposals to change boundaries. Gwinear Gwithian Parish Council is promoting the fact 
that the residents of the houses in the areas that they propose move from Hayle Parish into 
Gwinear Gwithian would benefit financially, as they would pay less in council tax. Hayle 
Town Council finds this wholly unacceptable. This council cannot consult fairly and/or 
compete with this tactic and truly believes that a reduction in council tax should not be a 
factor when considering changes to an ancient parish boundary. 
 
The town council has proactively worked with Cornwall Council to ensure that services such 
as the library, public toilets and public realm CCTV are retained in the town but delivering 
these services come at a cost and a cost borne by the residents of Hayle. We know very well 
that residents of Gwinear Gwithian Parish Council use and benefit from the services that are 
delivered by the town council and that the residents of Gwinear Gwithian do not contribute 
to the operation of the public toilets within their parish, a cost still covered by Cornwall 
Council. Consequently, it is clearly not a level playing field and we ask that when Cornwall 
Council considers the submissions from Gwinear Gwithian Parish Council, its residents and 
the potentially affected residents, that no weight is given to this argument. 
 
Yours faithfully 
 
Eleanor Giggal 
 

 

Map Proposal Possible number of properties affected 

Map 1 – Loggans Moor - Hayle Hayle to GGP +20 (includes businesses) 

Map 2 – Angarrack - Hayle GGP to Hayle -2 

Map 3 – Nanpusker (Pump House) - Hayle Hayle to GGP +2 

Map 4 – Fraddam – St Erth & Crowan St Erth & Crowan to GGP +5 

Map 5 – Leedstown - Crowan GGP to Crowan -18 

Map 6 – Hallancoose - Crowan Crowan to GGP +1 

Map 7 – Roseworthy-Merry Meeting - Camborne Camborne to GGP +15 

Map 8 – Godrevy - Camborne Camborne to GGP +4 
 
 

Conclusion 
 

The Parish Council has undertaken an extensive consultation both with adjacent P&TC and the community, providing a detailed timetable at the 

early stages on how it proposed to undertake this stage of the CGR. The Parish Council was very careful to ensure adequate time was given 

both to the adjacent P&TC and the community, ensuring that every P&TC it consulted was able to take the draft proposals to a full council 

meeting before giving a response and prior to the community consultation. The Parish Council submits this information to Cornwall Council as 

part of their assessment of the CGR and continues to support the proposals it makes but welcomes further discussions or possible amendments 

to the proposals as required. 


